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Logical puzzles questions and answers in telugu

Q: A man was murdered in his office. The suspects are Erickson, Maggie, Joel, Benny, Sona, Pettic. The calendar found near the man has written blood of 6, 4, 9, 10, 11. Who's the killer? Answer &amp; Explanation Answer: D) Joel Explanation: If we consider the given numbers 6, 4, 9, 10, 11 to be the month number
then we can easily find the killer. 6 - June - J 4 - April - 9 - September - S 10 - October - O 11 - November - N Is therefore Joel's answer. View answer report error discussion in the field: Logic Puzzle Prep Test: AIEEE, Bank Exams, CAT, Gateway, GRE, TOEFL Job Role: Analyst, Bank Secretary, PO Bank, Database
Management, IT Coach, Network Engineer, Project Manager, Hello Architect Software, peeps! Are you looking for the best and latest whatsapp puzzles? Well, you're in the right place. In this article, we feature over 50 games you can play with your friends on WhatsApp. We cover both questions and answers games.
Some are common knowledge, others are much harder. If you are bored and looking for something to challenge your IQ, check out this incredibly fun mind game. If you think you're a genius, well, think again... This brings you the funniest whatsapp puzzle 2020. This puzzle will keep you occupied for hours! Test your
friend's IQ by challenging them to solve this great puzzle. You can copy each puzzle easily and send it to your friend. It's a fun way to test your friend's IQ and know them more. You can also break the ice with new friends by inviting them to help you solve this puzzle! So, read on and try to solve this WhatsApp puzzle.
Best Whatsapp Puzzle to send to your friends in this post, we've shared some of the best WhatsApp puzzles and tricky questions with answers that you can ask your friends. Have fun, and good luck! Will the biggest brain wash solve this?  ? + ? + ? + ? + 80 + 90 = 100 negative figures allowed Reply: Akkad + Bakkad
+ Bombay + Bo + 80 + 90 = 100 Puns Identify These Street Food Items 3.Pakuda Bread 4. Bread noodles 6.pani puri 7.momos 8.bread omellete 9.manchurian 10.kabab 11.corn chaat 12.Pop corn masala 13. Fried chicken 14. Will I leave you the rest to guess how many steps Hehe logically needed to break m× n bar
the size of chocolate into 1 piece × 1 piece? You can break an existing piece of chocolate horizontally or vertically. You can't break two or more pieces at once (so no cut-through stacks). Answer: - You need m×n – 1 step. By breaking an existing piece horizontally or vertically, it merely increases the total number of parts
one by one. You already have 1 piece, so need m×n – 1 steps to reach × parts m×n. birthday whatsapp puzzle contest puzzle is very common and interesting whatsapp on birthday. When asked about his birth, a man said: 'I was only 25 the day before yesterday and he'll be 28 next year. It's true only one day in a year -
when was it born? Answer:- He was born on December 31 and talked about it January 1st was just 25 a day before yesterday, December 30:25, 31:26 January 1 (this year): 26'... Next year I turn 28' December 31 (this year): 27 December 31 (next year): 28 Who is the killer??? An exercise for all detective friends I guess
movie puzzles with answers here puzzle whatsapp videos with answers. Re:- Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayengey Hole Problem Foodie Friends Puzzle Here's a very amazing Whatsapp Food Puzzle. Just copy it and share it on WhatsApp. Identify these street food 1.???? da 2.??? 3.??? da 4.?? 5.?da? 6.?? 7. ?os 8.?? 9.??
ab 11. ?? 12. ??? 13. ??? 14. ?. B? 15. ?? Answer: 1. Buta Wada 2. Samosa 3. Pakuda Bread 4. Paving Behaji 5. Ragda Pattice 6. panipury 7 . Nachus 8. Bread Omelette 9. Manchurian 10. Barbecue 11. Corn Chat 12. Sweet corn soup 13. Fried chicken 14. Vogue Beryani 15 Frankie Full Name Guessing Game ؟.10
???? Do you know the full form of these words❓❗❓❗?? Article News -- ?? Chess?? Cold?? Joke?? Goal?? On?? Eat?? Tea?? Pen?? Smile?? BYE Reply: Newspaper – North East West South Past and Present Events Report. Chess - Choriot, Horse, Elephant, Soldiers. COLD – Chronic lung disease Oobstructive. Prank
– The joy of Eentertainment kids. AIM – Aambition In Mind. Date - assess day and time. Eat – Eenergy and taste. Tea – Aadmitted flavor and energy. PEN – Enriched power in nibb. Smile - Sweet Mmemories in lip expression. Goodbye - be with you every time. The mother named Ka funda jhonny had three children. The
first child was named April. The second child was named May. What was the third child's name.???? A:- Johny Maths Genious If you're a genius solve it:- 40*14 = 11 30*13 = 12 20* 12 = 6 10 * 11 = ? The answer is logic 2: 40*14=560=5+6+0=11 30*13=390=3+9+0=12 20*12=240=2+4+0 =6 After 10*11=110=1+1+0=2
ODD EMOJI OUT Answer:- Third line third monkey Theorem Answer Puzzle:- a^n+b^n=c^n Balls puzzle Blue, Red and White Ball Maths Puzzle Can anyone solve this.... ⚪ +?? ⚪ +?? ⚪ __________ =??? What numbers are they?? ⚪ ? Conditions: Cannot be used from zero (0) Reply : ? – Blue Ball – 1 ? – Red Ball – 4
⚪ – White Ball – 8 Math Puzzles Some WhatsApp Math Puzzle by responding to your friend's knowledge test. Puzzle!!! if 111 = 09 444 = 12 777 = 15 then 888 = ??? Answer: One+one+one(3+3+3)=09 Four+Four+Four(4+4+4)=12 Seven+Seven+Seven(5+5+5)= 15 So read eight+eight+eight(5+5+5)=15 some more
puzzles for the sport as well: WhatsApp dares play we hope you enjoyed this tricky WhatsApp puzzle! Did you find them all on your own? Did it take us a long time to figure out that you had your own riddles that you wanted to share with us? Let us know in the comments below. Friends drag stay! description : youre
hanging me . If they hung him, then the statement was right and they could only hang him for lying. If they shot him, he would lie the statement and they were only going to shoot him for telling the truth. An alternative solution is to say, you don't shoot me, which leads to the same quandary for killers. . Puzzle With
Answers | Puzzles for Kids | Puzzles and Dragons | Puzzle Questions for Kids | Puzzle Questions with Answers in English | Puzzle Questions for Fun |Hard Brain Teaser with Answers |... Vairāk Animal Puzzle for Kids | baby puzzle games |alphabet games for kids | Math Puzzles for Kids | Logic Puzzles for Kids |
Unresolved Thought Puzzle for Adults | Brain Puzzle | Word Puzzle |3d Puzzle |ravensburger puzzle 1000 pieces |jigsaw puzzle |puzzle for interview . Puzzle Questions with Answers | Puzzles for Kids | Puzzles and Dragons | Puzzle Questions for Kids | Puzzle Questions with Answers in English | Puzzle Questions for
Fun |Hard Brain Teaser with Answers |... Animal Seal Puzzle for Children |Puzzles for Preschoolers | baby puzzle games |alphabet games for kids | Math Puzzles for Kids | Logic Puzzles for Kids | Unresolved Thought Puzzle for Adults | Brain Puzzle | Word Puzzle |3d puzzle |ravensburger puzzle 1000 pieces |jigsaw
puzzle |puzzle for puzzle interview with answer: cat and rabbit weigh 10 kg, dog and rabbit weigh 20 kg, cat &amp; dog weigh 24 kg. What's the total weight... Read more question: Answer to black prisoner hat puzzle - 4 offenders riddle 4 offenders are caught and are set to be punished. The judge will allow them to...
Read more Riddle with answers: I met a man on London Bridge, tipped his hat and pulled his cannish, in this puzzle I told you his name. What is it... READ MORE #Puzzle: A man was murdered in his office. The suspects are Erickson, Maggie, Joel, Benny, Sona, Pettic. The calendar found near the man has written
blood 6, 4,... Read more #Puzzle: Buy exactly 100 animals with exactly $100 your cow $10 each piece your pig $3 per piece and your chickens $.50 each piece Reply: 5... Read more puzzles: Mr&amp;Mrs. Robert had 4 daughters, each girl has1 brother. How many children does Mr. Robert have in total? : Answer
explained below correct answer: Robert has 5... Continue answering puzzles: Alex, Bob and Carl go for a walk every day. If Alexei don't wear a hat, then Bob wears a hat. If Bob's not wearing it... Read more Questions: Google Man's Shoes Boxing Glove Equation Puzzle | Viral WhatsApp Puzzle Correct Answer: 144
Equation:1 20+20+20=60 (So a pair of shoes=20) Equation:2 20+Men+Men=30 20+5+5=30 Equation:3 Specifications+5+specs=9 of our Eq2... Read more Puzzle Reply: There are three houses, one is red, one is blue, one is white. If the house is red to the left of the house in the middle and... Read more Guess the
banking names emoji contest Whatsapp Puzzle with check out answers for answers 1) ????? ICICI Bank 2) ? You?? Crorer Bank and Vishia Bank... Read more Answer Puzzle: There are three houses, one is red, one is blue, one is white. If the house is red to the left of the house in the middle... Read more if both
chicken and eggs cost 108 coins. Chicken is 100 coins more expensive than egg coins. What does egg cost now?-Puzzle Reply:... Continue
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